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Ellipsis Behavior Labs has three tiers of courses specifically designed for the
US Military. Guaranteed groundbreaking training with information designed
for Tier One units, sentries and tactical teams aboard US ships.

VIOLENT BEHAVIOR RECOGNITION
A 5-hour course covering basic violent behavior
recognition, nonverbal behavior training and
advanced-level training on tactical behavior
profiling. In-depth coverage of the TFCA cycle and
violence prevention through behavior.

Designed for: All service members
On-Location training
Max class size: 58
Price: 2,100
Class time: 3-5 hours

LIFESAVER BEHAVIOR COURSE
Presents groundbreaking science and tactics for
recognizing violent behavior, reading proven
nonverbal signals, and field interrogation skills to
enhance safety, and human compliance. The
ability to read and influence human behavior at
this level will give personnel the ability to assess
situations with greater clarity, and obtain
compliance. The class provides key insights that
aren’t available in any other behavior program.
Take-home training materials provided for all
students to build skills while on and off duty.

Designed for: All armed sentries
On-Location training
Max class size: 45
Price: 2,400
Class time: 5-7 hours
Violent behavior recognition
Advanced nonverbal and behavioral training
Deception detection
Field interview tactics
Violence prevention through behavior

HUMAN TRADECRAFT
Human Tradecraft is a government-specific course
for tactical psychological and behavioral
applications.
This course provides groundbreaking
psychological tactics to gain compliance, build
relationships, read behavior and control behavior
through advanced psychology tactics.
An 8-hour course guaranteed to present more
critical behavior information than any course on
earth. Designed for intelligence agencies, this
course is now used by VBSS teams, interrogation
units and foreign service personnel. Human
Tradecraft is the world's top tactical behavior
course.

PAYMENT

Designed for: Tactical and intelligence
On-Location training (confidential room)
Max class size: 30
Price: 2,500
Class time: 8 hours
Advanced human behavior reading
The Behavioral Table of Elements (full)
Profiling human weakness / insecurity
Violence recognition
Field interrogation and human compliance
Behavior control tactics
Breakthrough interview tactics for results
Lie detection training (advanced)
Covert Psychology skills
Advanced human compliance development
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Payment is EASY!
Government credit card, check, wire transfer and
all other cards accepted.
Courses offered to the public under new
regulations. Guaranteed best price for all US
Government training courses.
Pricing requires no justification under DADP.

The class will be taught by Chase Hughes, #1
bestselling author on tactical behavior sciences
and nationally recognized expert in interrogation,
behavior profiling, nonverbal deception and
enhanced persuasion and interrogation methods.
Mr. Hughes is also the creator of the interrogation
behavior analysis system and deception
measurement tool, The Behavioral Table of
Elements.
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